Math 496 Questionnaire, Spring 2020

Name (both roster name and “real-life” name, and pronunciation guide if needed):

Year, Major and Hometown (city, not country):

Post-calculus math courses and other courses with high math content (names, not numbers):

Favorite theorem or problem or part of mathematics (if known):

Least favorite (or most confusing) theorem or problem:

Previous research experiences (if any):

Goals (if any) for this course:

Career aspirations (if known):

(Please turn over)
Anything else you want me to know about yourself?:

This *optional section* gives you the opportunity to say more, *if you want!*

For example, you might mention hidden disabilities, tell me your pronouns (mine are “he, him, his”) and preferences for usage, pass along any employment or family obligations which might affect your work in this class, etc. All comments will be kept confidential.